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OOl;LECfCONS

Crash Liabilities
May SUrpass
$250 Mill.ion

<
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NEW YO,RK (UPI)-Insurance experts in New York and London
predicted Monday that the insurance and legal liability bill from the
collision ·or two 747 jetliners in the Canary Islands probably·wlll exceed
$250 million.
·But a Federal Aviation Administration spokesman said It may take years
to. determine who has the ultimate financial responsibility for the crash
in,volving the jets belonging .to Pan American World Airways and KLM
Royal Dutch Airlines.
.
·•

The jnst~rance companies will pay
death claim,s and probably property
claims for the two airliners
promptly, ~ut lawsuits to determine
whether one or both airlines or the
Spanish air traffic officials were
responsible
appeared inevitable.
.
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For more on the Dutch
KLM and Pan American
jet crash, see page 2.

.

Photo by Phvms Kushner

Speed Thwarte.r?
Two stopsigns were placed on the corner of Redondo and Redondo ·during the
weekend ma~ing the intersection a three-way stop. ·
.
·

..

'

Tahmoush said that since total premiums paid worldwide are only about
$300 million a year, the,Canary Island crash necessarily will have an impact
on the future insurance rates.
·
•

Ne\N M~xic;a
.

Tuesday, March 29, 1977

-By~l)an Crain .

!

. (First'ln a two-part series]
New Mexico Public Interest
Group (NMPIRG), brain-child· of
consumer:.actfvist Ralph Nader, has
operated at UNM since Nader's
visit to the campus in February
1975. It is now up to the Associated
· Students ofUNM to decide whether
PIRG will continue its operation
with ASUNM financing.
AU full-time students and the
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Although clai.mants do not have to show fault to collect, the airlines
theoretically could reduce the damages by showing they were not at fault.
But in practice, the families of persons killed in international crashes on
planes that operate out of the United States often collect more than the
$75 ,01,)0 limit.
' 1

With this in mind, the ASUNM

...

'

Besides the airlines' basic insurance liability, any flight insurance
senate had; until :last week, enpassengers
may have bought is collectible. But there is no way to determine
tertained· prop<>sals to fund PIRG
.
much
flight insurance was taken out by the nearly 600 charter
how
anything from zero to $27,000 next
passengers.
year-only a fraction of the total
$49,000 expected proceeds from the
The question of liability is up to the investigative officials and finally the
activity fee levy.
·
courts.
At last Wednesday's meeting,
TJ}e FAA spokesman said that in the United States. the FAA and airport
senate threw out the notion of
"partial" PIRG financing by authorities frequently have been held liable for accidents.
voting to let students decide. by
John Peters, former chairman of the A'iation Insurance Offices
referendum whether PIRG will Association in Britain, recently predicted that air crashes '"<:Ould aeaa !tl:l
. receive the entire $49,000 from
payments up to $51 million for each airplane involved, -w,jth W.endenl
ASUNM or nothing at all.
[Tomorrow: Opposing views ·on liabilities for passengers even up to S425 million iif ~arge ll'lltrribcr.s .lfr~
killed."
PIRG referendum.]
'

part-time students who have paid
an activity fee are automatically
ASUNM members.
.
.
PIRG ~urrently receaves funds
from ASUNM and the Graduat~
, Stud~nt .As~. under the terms .of
spec~al fmancmg arrangements wath
t~~. Regents. A $2 levy on the actavaty fees of graduate and undergraduate students was approved
by the Regents in two separate
actions in 1915 with the stipulation
that ,a)J the proceeds from the fee
hike would go to PIRG, and that
the. $2 would be refundable to. any
student who asked for it.
The total from the $2 levy for the
ruling against Mann, Provost
By J.tebekah Symanski
Solar energy is likely to be more current fiscal year coines to
Former UNM education prof. Travelstead said it could ultimately
economical fot home heating in the .$61,210. After the refunds given to
northern states than in tbe Sunbelt students and accountina fees to the S,teve Mann's running tenure battle affectthe grading policies at UNM.
. in the next decade, a team of New · New Mexico Union business office ·With the University began in June
Harold Meir, assoc. sociology
Mexico researchers has advised are subtracted; PIRG's budget for ofl974 and·has yet to be resolved. ··professor· s.aa.'d "I would ho.Pt. it
began when . UNM Provost
-.
.
1976-77 will.come to about $52,000. lt
Congress.
Chester Travelstead notified Mann would affect grading policies. What
Money is the explanation for the
ASUNM's share of the financing
that he had been denied tenure due Mann did was J:!rofessionally
. apparent paradox, according to a is abOut 80 per cent ($49,000), while
k
"
d'
li
irresponsiole. What we have done
·
report. prepared for the Joint GSA pays the reJDJining 20 per cent to his blan et "A .gra mg po cy. as a faculty is create a dishonestand
Economic Committee J;Jy the (12,000).
·
·
Over the past-two-and-a-half f~audulent degree."
Resource Economics ,Group at ··.·But here a· speehil consideration years it has .evolved.into a battle of
UNM in . cooperation with Los eniers ·.the picture, one that puts grading i)Olicies in general at UNM.
David ·Darling, dean of ~he
education department, . said he
Alamos Scientific Laboratories ASUNM's 80 per cent share of
One side bas argued that such lax doutited if the court's ruling would
under a NatiQnal Science Foun- PIRQ financing.injeopardy.
dation grant. ·
When the regents approved the grading policies ·would lower the have any effect on the grading
The report notes that, although (ISA activity fee hike in spring, . University's academic standing. policies at UNM. "Mann's grading
sunshine is . free, the equipment 1975, the hike was made permanent Other faculty members have said policy was quite atypical. The
needed to convert it jnto home heat . and earmarked . specifically for that denying a professor tenure faculty is already tougher than they
· is expensive. Therefore solar energy PIRG. In August, after a storm of because of his grading policy was were tfiree years ago. I think the
will become_ economically feasible controversy, the Regents approved art i'nfringement on his academic only li:ind of effect it will have is a
Steve Mann
psychological one on the faculty."
in the North sooner than in the a similar $2 hike on the ASUNM freedom.
administration
very
broad
South; the report says, ·for two activity fee-but with one im.
Although Mann's departm~nt di~.cretion on .g~adin~ policies." He
major reasons: ,
portant difference: the ASUNM,
Last summer, Mann filed suit in
had
voted in favor of granting ham srud the admamstratlon could now
-Harsher climates in the nor- levy would be earmarked for PIRG feder~ fOUrt, c.harging that his
tenure,
the dean of his department ·rule on what the faculty does to a
thetll states increase heating for one year. on1y. After the first c~mstatutaonal nghts . had :been
(Darling)
had given his recom- . greater degree.
requirements, spreading the high year, (which is the current fiscal vaolated wh~n t~e UNM Board of
mendation
in favor of tenure, the
Goodman, an asst. professor of
initial cost of solar systems over • year) the proceeds from the $2 levy • Regents demed h•JI! tenure.
Academic
Freedom
and
Tenure
philosopy,
said "It doesn't help the
larger annual heating load and would go into the ASONM general
But last week when his case
reducing the cost per unit of heat ~fund, to be .budgeted as A~UNM ca~e to court· 'the judge· ruled' Committee had ruled in favor of case of academic freedom, but ~
tenure and thirty of Mann's former there's no immediate threat arising
provided. •
'
saw fit. . . .
.,
. .
.
against .. him, reaffirming the
-Copventional fuels usually cost
. So ~hUe GSA s shar~ o~ P.I~G constitutional authority of the students had praised his grading . o~t of this. I don't think we should
more in ·the North, making an fmancmg was .assured ·~ commg Board of Regents, in regard to· the policy, he was still denjed tenure by ~1ve.out blanket grades, but the.real
ch arge was that he (Mann) 1s .a
alternative enerJY source tnqre years, · ASUNM was .. gtven the hiring " and firing of UNM in· the UNM Board of Regents.
Communist
and that he spoke out
attractive.
.option <-'f giving as much or as little structor5.
Mann said after his trial last Week against (former UNM President
P..redicting the date when sol~r of its S21evy to PIRQ as it wished,
·
<Continued on pa1eJJ
arterthe first yeat.
And because ohhe court's latest that, in eff~ct, "this ruling gives tbe Ferrel) Heady.,;

.Solar
Use
.
Linlited
By Money
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Under the Montreal agreement of the International Air Transport
Association, Pan Am and KLM are liable for up to $75,000 for each
person killed.

StudentS Have Final Say

I

i

The planes alone represent aloss of around $80 million.

.

'

~
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The estimate of more than $250 ·million exerted heavy pressure on the
stocks of big insurance companies on the London stock market.

LD

.DAILY
.
l

Frank B. Hall & Co., insurance broker for Pan Am, said claims arising·
from the disaster probably would total at least $100. million. Hall
Chairman Albert J. Tabmoush made the estimate in a talk to securities
analysts Monday.

.
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U. ·Grading-Policy Dichotomy
Shown by Mann Tenure Cas,e
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~Second
One in History
......

High Faculty Honor~"'
Given Prof. Needler !

Crash Chances Small
.

,.i

WASHINGTON (UP I)-Air
safety experts said Monday the
>-l crash of two jumbo jets on a
.0 Spanish runway, which claimed
~ nearly 600 lives, was the sort of
disaster that is rare because its
dangers are so well rccogpized.
U.S. aviation records show only
one other similar crash in recent
history. H occurred in Chicago in
1972.
"The chances are very small of
that sort of crash happening in this
country or anywhere else," one
U.S. o,fficial said Monday. "There
are many, many safeguards to
prevent it."
Although cautioning that main
•
0

..

~etails remain unclear, Spanish and
American safety expert~ sald bad
weather, abnormal operations at an
unusually crowded airport and
possible confusion about takeoff
instructions all may have played a
role in causing tl)e collision Sunday
at Santa Cruz de Tenerife. .
Two of those factors, weather
and communications, also figured
in the 1972 crash,
In
the
Santa
~ruz ,
collision-history's worst air
disaster-a Dutch KLM Boeing 747
slammed into a Pan American
World Airways Boeing 747 on the
lone runway ·at the Canary Island
Airport.
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Yale & Central

Airline officials reported 576
persons, including all aboard the
Dutch jet, were killed.
The only somewhat similar
accident in current National
Transportation Safety Board
records was the collision Dec. 20,
1972,, between a Delta Airlines
Convair 880 and a North Central .
Airlines DC9 on a runway at
Chicago.
That crash killed 10 of 't38
persons aboard the two planes and
inj~Jred 17 others. Both planes were
destroyed.

The North Central jet involved in
the 1972 crash was taking off in fog
at O'Hare International Airport
and hit the larger Delta plane,
whichwascrossingtherunway.
The NTSB said that crash was
caused by ambiguous orders given
to the Delta jet by an air traffic
controller. •lt said the controller was
not specific about which of two
similarly numbered holding pads
the Delta jet should go to, and the
pilot got on an active runway by
going to the wrong one;
Fog at the Spanish' airport
Sunday caused a similar disruption
in
the
"see-and-be-seen"
procedures normally used by pilots
to supplement air traffic control
instructions. , The Spanish news
agency Cifra. quoted the Pan Am
pilot, VictorGrubbs, who survived,
as saying: "Wedidnotsee anything
until it happened."

j
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By United Press International

t

Rebate Plan 'In Jeopardy'.

t

WASHlNGTON-Republican leader Howard Baker said Monday
chances are "excellent" that the Senate will kill the administration's
proposed $50 per person tax rebate which President Carter considers
"extremely important'' to stimulate the economy.
Baker said a GOP-sponsored proposal to substitute permanent tax ·
cuts for the rebates appeared to stand an excellent chance when the
legislation is called up for action.

l

Congo Army Purge Begins
BRAZZAVILLE, Congo-A military tribunal Monday began a
purge of the army and sentenced an ex-premier and three other persons to life in prison for complicity in the assassination of President
Marien Ngouabi.
The left-wing military government arrested four arniy officers and
three former military officials in a purge of what it called "incorrigible reactionaries."

Arms Proposals Outlined
· M_OSCOW-Secretary of State Cyrus Vance Monday outlined two
detaJled proposals for a new strategic arms accord to Soviet leader
Leohid Brezhnev, who complained the U.S. human rights campaign
could jeopardize the agreement.
The first, and preferred, American option is to fundamentally
revise the strategic arms agreement made by Brezhnev and former
President Gerald Ford at Vladivostok in 1974.
'
The second proposal would require the Russians to reduce their
strategic arsenal to 2,400 bombers and missiles from a current level of
2,600 and allow the United States to increase its arsenal to 2 400 from
·
'
its current level of2,200.

.-•-l
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THERE'S JUST ONE WORD
FOR BEER.

·-

There will be a Nadonal Chicano Realth
Organization meeting Wed., March 30 at 7 p.m. in

theconrerence rQom of Chicano Studies.

There will be a meeting concerning the alarmism
directed tcward nuclear lhreat and pollution Wed.,
March 30at 3:30p.m. in ern. 201 Scholes Hall.

I

·Do You Need
Cash?
Earn $15.00a week
Donate Twice Weekly
I :

I

'

''

ANDYOUKNOWit

Sigllncla Sleinfillcr
Dean of leer

842-6991
Albuquerque
1'307 Central NE
New Mexico

DAILY LOBO
Vol. 81
No.120.
Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial. Phone (505) 2774102, 277·4202.
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The New Mex:iCo Daily Lobo is published
Mond_ny through F'riday every rcgu\nr week
of the University year .1nd weekly during the
-summer session by the Bonrd or Slltd?flt.
Publicattons of the Univctsily of New Mcxtco,
llhd is Ml financially rtS~Dcinted wilh UNM,
St>cond class post.rtge paid al AlhUitucrquc~
New Ml:lxlca 87t31. SubsCription rate is
$10.0()for the ncndcmlcycar.
The Opin{qns expressed on the ecliiotinl

pngcs or •rhe Daily Lobo nrc those ot tho

author !lolcly, Unsigned opinion is 01~l of ~he
cditl)rial board of The Daily Lobo. Notlun!f

printed in The Dnily Lobo nt':cCSsntiljt
rcprcsrmts the views of the Unlvcrslty of New

'VI f'_.,.;,.,.

Dr. Needler's lecture, "The
Logic of Conspiracy: The Latin
American Military Coup as a
Problem in the Social Sciences "
will be delivered Apr, 21 at 8:
p.m. at the UNM Kiva.

is

Director of the Division of InterAmerican Affairs since 1966, Dr.
Needler is currently heading a study
of petroleum policies of Latin
American states under a U.S, State
Department contract.

)t

\

·,

::::.:

<.-:
Dr. Needler has written nine /:""
books on American foreign policy
and L~tin American politics. His 9
most recent book is "An '<"
Introduction to Latin American ~
Politics: The Structrue of Con- ::r
flict," published this year by tv
Prentice-Hall. A second edition of :0
his 1972 book, "The United States iO
and
the
Latin
American :::l
Revolution," is currently in press.

g.

,I

The Annual Research Lecture,
begun in 1954, has been awarded to
professors in a variety of research
areas. Last year two art professors,
Clinton Adams and Garo
Antreasian, shared the honor.
Other recent recipients have included Ralph Williams, Jr. of the
medical school in 1975 and Frank
Logan of the psychology department in 1974.

He has received a number of
faculty research grants and served
as senior investigator from 1966-71
for a Ford Foundation project on
social revolution in Latin America.
In 1974 he was a visiting senior

(Continued from page 0
1500-square-foot house would on such equipment;
energy becomes economically require about 550 square feet of
-Revised mortgage policies to
feasible in a given region is com- collector area, Thus total system
allow homeowners to compare
plicated by the uncertain future ·of costs would be about $7800. Total
long-range costs of solar and other
conventional energy co~ts, notes the costs for a similar system in New
forms of energy, to blunt the effects
report by Professors William Mexico-where more abundant
of inflation on long-term loans, and
Schulze and Shaul Ben-David of £unshine requires only about 485
to permit lower payments at the
UNM and J. Douglas Balcomb'of feet of solar collector area to beginning of a mortgage,
. LASL, along with Roberta Katson,- provide 75 per cent of heating
Sen. Hubert Humphrey, D·
Scott Noll, Fred Roach and Mark needs-amounts to some $7000.
Minn.,
vice chairman of the Joint
Thayer ofUNM,
Adding solar equipment to an
Economic
Committee, says the
In general, though, "solar existing heine is estimated to cost as
feasibility begins in the northern much as $4200 plus $11.70 per New Mexico analysis "has contier of states and with very few square foot of collector area in vinced me that the federill
government should temporarily
exceptions systematically moves some parts of the nation.
subsidize
the installation of solar
southward," the report says, and
The predictions are based on
energy
equipment
in homes and
by I g90 solar heating will be 1977 dollars and do not attempt to
offices."
economically feasible in at least account for inflation in labor and
two-thirds of the nation.
equipment costs and in mortgage
But the solar energy picture is interest rates.
clouded by government policies and
"The timetable for feasibility of
Try our
lending practices that restrict solar energy which we presented to
homeowners' ability to finance Congress is based on flat plate solar
newest Hero!
conversion to solar systems, the collectors," Dr. Ben-David of
report adds.
UNM says. "We are now working
"What is needed now is a on studies of parabolic irough
federally coordinated program to collectors and passive solar
facilitate the transition from non- systems, both of which are more
Regular 52°5
renewable to renewable energy efficient in sunnier climates like
Offer expires today
sources," the New Mexicans told New Mexico's."
Congress.
.The study for the congressional
Solar energy is economically committee also shows that home
feasible for heating homes tod,ay in water heaters fired by the sun might
Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, be economically feasible by 1980 in
Connecticut, North Dakota and New York, New Jersey, Delaware,
Montana, the report says, Connecticut, Florida, New Mexico,.
On the alley
Decontrol of natural gas Arizona, Nevada and California,
between Stanford & Cornell
prices-which is likely to push up when natural gas is the basis of
consumer prices for gas-would comparison.
.. ~:.:~:~ t:n :::::ar.
make solar heating feasible by 1980
However, when compared to
1,1 llutt"llrld
in New York, Rhode Island, electricity, solar water heating is
Massachusetts, Wisconsin, Min- economical in all states today, the
nesota, South Dakota and report says.
Wyoming.
Solar-powered water heaters in
New Mexico, California, Idaho, new or existing homes would cost
Utah, Colorado, Nebraska, Iowa, about $370 plus $13.50 per square
Missouri, illinois, Ohio, Penn• foot of collector, the rep'ort
sylvania and Virginia would find estimates. Providing 75 per cent of
solar heating economically feasible the annual hot water needs for a
by 1985 if natural gas prices, are family of four in Minnesota would
decontrolled, the report says.
require 65 square feet of collector
The timetable would be stepped area for a total system cost of
up where electricity is the only $1250. In ;New Mexico the figures
••
SINCE
\
available source of home heat, the are 40 square feet and $900.
II
192a
""
'
report ,predicts. In that case solar
''Even with (price) decontrol of
home,
heating
would
be traditional energy sources, solar
economically feasible beginning energy will not he competitive
I
YOUR PERSOr::iAL SERVICE
CARROUSEL
'
...
11 .
today in 28 states, including New unless action is taken to remove the
W!na$250,ValueARTCARVEDDIAMOND
jeft:elerll~
OUR OWN TERMS
Mexico.
Cast Your Ballot •• , Help us select the
:<'G" BANKAMEAICARD
financial and institutional conmostOBLIGATION
Boautiful Ring.,
·
FOR DIAMONDS· '\;;;; - -;7 MASTERCHARGE
These solar home heating straints on its efficient use," states
NO
•
. . THE STORE
· .
predictions are based on average the New Mexicans' report to
DRAWING MARCH stiN CARDINAL PLAZA
2411 San Pedro NE
new•home installation costs of Congress. Among the suJ!gested ~·······
$1350 plus $11.70 per square foot steps are:
for flat plate collectors.
-Low-interest loans and federal
In Minnesota, for example, a loan guarantees to homeowners
A recruiter for the Harvard School bf Medieine, Dentistry and Public Health
solar hotne heating system designed who purchase solar !Jnergy
will
be at the Student Union Room 253 on Wednesday, April6, from 10:00 am
to provide SO per cent of annual equipment;
to 2:30pm. All interested students are encouraged to attend.
heating loads for a well-insulated
-Tax exemptions or tax credits

$150

Donor Center
8amto5pm
Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

I

The prize, awarded by UNM's
Researc? Policy Committee, is one
of the highest honors the University
faculty bestows on its colleagues,

~

research associate at the University §'
ofSouthampton.
~

...Solar Energy Economy

. PI€

Bloo·d
Plasma

The deadline for the LOBO
photography issue is near. Students
are reminded to get their prints in as
soon as possible,
.
The deadline for the photo issue
submissions is April 11, while the
deadline for the LOBO Photo
~ Contest is April 8. The theme for
the photo contest is P,EOPLE ..
Prints should show people in
everyday life, in any situation or
acting only as people can. The
categories for the photo issue are
EROTICA,
NATURE, ,,
GLAMOUR, FAUNA, SPORTS,
HUMAN
INTEREST
and
SURREALISM. For further details
on the photo issue, consult the
March 21 LOBO .

Dr. Martin Needler, a University
of New Mexico political science
professor and director of the UNM
Division of Inter-American Affairs,
has been chosen to deliver tl)e
University's Annual Research
Lecture.

\

'

Q: ChiJJ-Lagering is:
"
a') A popular German country and .western singer.
b) A Scandinavian winter sport played without clothes. ·
c) A new ethnic lV comedy aboutthe owner of an ice
cube factory.
d) The right way to age beer.
A: (d) Sorry, ChiiJ-Lagering is not Olga and Svend
running around in a snowstorm in their birthday
suits. Chill~Lagering is" the way Schlitz ages beer.
They age it cold. Very cold. Down to 29.5 degrees.
The result is a beer with sparkling.clarity. A
beer that's crisp, clean and bright
I suggest you look into one right now.

•

Photograph
Deadline
Nears

\

(01977 JOS. SCHLITZ BREWING CO.. MILWAUKEE. WIS.

liE DUN OF BEER'S QUICKIE QUIZ.
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Chris Ho.mmond, Editor

PI RG Dream Dies
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Why Jonny Can't Read: But Can Write
By Mujeeb-ur· Rahman, Psychology
(A story dedicated to Paul Jonas, economics,
with grateful acknowledgements for a similar
compliment in LOBO, March 1, 1977. All characters are fictltous.)

colleagues; naughty as he was, after reading each
such letter he would chuckle to himself, "He, he,
hum, I am still number one:"

Whereas the biblical Jonah got swallowed by a big
bad whale, our modern academic Jonahs (in a defen·
sive overreaction to this episode) would have
everyone swallow the image/myth of the sanctity of
the academic robe-made for the most part from
"recycled papers."
One such academician was. Prof. Moby Jon-a
whale of a charaqter as well as a distinguished social
scientist. Very early in his career, he had made a very
important discovery which related to the mind·
blowing implications of Gresham's law, He had said to
himself, "If !iad money can drive out good money,
why should the same not be true in the case of
academic publications." Since making this discovery,
he had published a lot; it's the good ideas that
perished.

At one point in time-all too suddenly he had found
himself in a predicament; his academic self-image and
beliefs had been threatened by some nutty professors
who, not unlike the child in the fable, had pointed out
that more than a few academic "emperors" only had
paper~thin clothes on, so that it was almost like they
had streaked to the top of the academic totem pole.
Such a revelation had spoiled the "weather" up there
and, understandably, it had upset Prof. Jonny-ac·
customed as he was only to fair weather. Under the
circumstances, he thought, the best defense was to
launch an offense-little realizing that the underlying
meaning of such a defensive reaction was· all too ob·
vious in terms of the Augustinian insight: "They love
truth when it reveals itself, and they hate it when it
reveals themselves."

Prof. Jonny, in his upward drive to reach for the top
with speedy publications, had, unlike Mark Twain,
allowed his schooling to interfere with his education;
the few crash courses he had had in logic had gone
above his head. So it was understandable that, at
times, Prof. Jonny forgot that arguments should not
be ad hominem; a position must be evaluated in terms
of its own merits rather than in terms of dubious
guesswork as to underlying sources, although it was
·amusing that when faced with authoritative sources,
he always cried "editing, editing" -like a bad sport.
More recently, however, he had begun to realize that
ad hominem arguments sometimes had an unpleasant
tendency to rebound-after all, lt does take two to
playa game.
In times of desperation, Prof. Jenny made fallacious
attempts to establish the antecedent by affirming the
consequent; by way of an example, the fact that those
who have contributed to the enduring body of
knowledge had published did not mean that all who
had published have also necessarily contdbuted. With
impeccable logic (as he understood it), Prof. Jonny
had gleefully concluded, "Most of the great intellects
have published a lot, I have published a lot, therefore I
must be a great intellect, too."
In states of emotional exCitement, Prof. Jonny
frequently missed the message, along with the
medium, because he read too fast for his own good.
To some extent this bad habit was due to a speed
reading course he had had several years ago; it had
enabled him so far to get through piles of scholarly
material which put so little strain o.n understanding
that he had learned to economize on intellectual ef·
fort-even when reading for comprehension. Serious
thinking and reflection were two luxuries he could not
afford to indulge in-busy as he was keeping track of
scores in the publication game, not to mention all the
time he had to spend, for his personal amusement, on
keeping tabs on any rejection letters received by his
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We are indeed fortunate that such wisdom was
preserved and passed down to us- in spite of those
bad rulers who punished polluting writers and burned
libraries. Who knows, maybe even some of these bad
guys did us a service; possibly some of the brighter
ones in the lot were intuitively informed of Gresham's
law and of the very real hazards to the intellect from
information pollution, and were simply exercising
good judgment-good enough, that is, to have left us
with so much wisdom. Bad as they were, then, at least
few of them seem to have shown more good taste
than some of our modern scholars.

Open Letter to PIRG:
What happened to a beautiful dream called PIRG? There are reasons for
the controversy, and they should come out in the open.
. .
Last year PI RG fired its previous director, and will soon f1re 1ts present
director. 1 worked on work study for PIRG for three weeks before I
resigned.
I'm not the .ordinary critic of PIRG, but I've wasted two years on a
dream. Since I've left PIRG, I've gotten a lot more d.one,
1) First, as many already know, I've been active with local g~vernment
on urban energy issues and transit. I've gotten more help from h1gh school
students than from PIRG (and that is not an exaggeration).
2) I have objected to PIRG's treatment of volunteers. Too often volun·
tears' civil liberties have been violated. Too many volunteers .have been
bossed around, told what to say, what to do, who they can and cannottalk
to. PI RG still does not have a volunteer newsletter.
3) PI RG has failed to act on urban issues, but instead has concentrated upon state-wide issues. Yet PIRG's political base is local, not
state wide. The city council hasn't heard from them for six months.
PIRG has spent the majority of their staff time and funds on nuclear
issues; I've objected to this because there are already ~any. groups
working on this issue, and that I've strongly felt that no prOJect m PIRG
should require more than 20 hours of staff time a week. PIRG has had the
mistaken belief that nuclear is the only energy'issue, when in fact con·
servation will eliminate the market for nuclear reactors.
Consequently little effort was made for student-related issues, except
show. Issues could have included bikeways, the Central Corridor (you
know, Pres. Ford came through Albuquerque, dropped off $250,000 for
private developers to study the student ghetto!), banking policy con·
cerning solar, why the city government has done little con.cerning con·
servation, the corporate structure of Albuquerque, our favonte Foodway,
University land holdings, financing of the Student Union Building and the
-bookstore, making the Public Service Company community owned in·
stead of investor owned (there is a state law, called. the local option, which
says it can be done if a petition is circulate.d), student housing co-ops, and
. you can probably add to the list.
PIRG has been politically ineffective, and is little heard from by other
citizen groups in Albuquerque.
4) PIRG's bureaucracy is cumbersome and worse than city govern·
ment. They will not permit students to be project directors (you have to be
a board member), and all students have to work under a staff member.
They do not let work-study students have full staff responsibility, even if
that student has real knowledge or interest.
Work-study students cost PIRG very little per week, the University pays
most of the salary. Most of the money in PIRG has been eaten by
bureaucracy or salaries for the staff. More emphasis should have been put
upon media and publishing and effective use of volunteers. The paid staff
should not have been as large. PIRG needs to look upon itself as a service
to students, not students as a service to PIRG.
It is hard to explain what has gone on; there are valid gripes at PIRG. l'v.e
worked with volunteer groups with only one per cent of the size of PI RG's
funding, and seen just as much done. $50,000 is enough to fund 100
student groups already working on a public interest project such as world
starvation or the B-1 bomber with $500 each.
Perhaps then something will be done with the money instead of its
being eaten by bureaucracy and mismanagement.
Martin Nix
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Is it possible, then, that Prof. Jonny is simply our
modern academic Jonah who-, having served enough
time inside enough whalish institutions, has learned to
spout forth knowledge each time he surfaces into
print? If so, then we must facilitate this task by taking
his hat off for him-only taking good care that we do
not get soaked in the resulting outpour without first
examining its contents, from a safe distance, for
possible pollution hazards.

Managing Editor
Karen Moses

Sports Editor
David Belling

Arts and Media Editor
Lynda Sparber
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Understanding the resulting determining reach and frequency.
figures is something else altogether. KABQ has the greater reach both
In the Pulse report, RSA means by total number of listeners and by
radio station area, usually Ber- including a larger area of listeners.
KAMX has the greater frequency.
nalillo and Sandoval Counties.
Whichever figure receives the
Average persons is expressed in
hundreds · and refers to the ap- greater wieght depends on the
proximate number of persons advertiser and the advertisement.
Surveys are business rather than
listening in a given quarter hour
during the time period designated.
scientific research. The accuracy of
· Cume is the total number of the results depends greatly upon the
persons that listen to the station number of persons surveyed and
during that time period.
the method of the survey.
The figures with decimal points
Nevertheless, these are radio's
refer to that station's share of the · onlyreport cards.
"listening pie".
For instance, in the Pulse report,
KABQ has an average of 1600
persons listening compared to
6-lOAM
KAMX's 2900 from 6 to 10 a.in. in
Avg. V..Hr. Cume
the radio station area.
In the same time period and area,
KABQ cume figures are 15,100
compared to KAMX figures of KOB-AM
25,400
114,400
10,200.
This denotes, according to Pulse, KOB·FM
9200
51,200
that KABQ has a greater number of
listeners and KAMX listeners listen KP AR
5800
23,700
more frequently.
7700
50,600
Comparing the Pulse cume KQEO
figures for the radio station area
65,300
8900
and the central zone (Albuquerque KRKE
metropolitan area) KAMX shows KRST
10,900
50,900
no change whereas KABQ picks up
4200 listeners outside of the central KRZY
4600
26,200
zone.
These figures are used in KNWZ
3000
23,300
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The rating results, or radio
station report cards, all came in
together last month.
The surveys were taken d1,1ring
October and November 1976, and
the next set are due ·to be taken
during April.
The discrepancies in the results
are the usual fare.
A lot has been said regarding the
accuracy-or inaccuracy-of the
reports.
It is very similar to the political
polling system during elections.
Sometimes the winners can be
forecast, · depending upon who is
sponsoring the survey.
The controversies this system has
spurned,
remain
unsolv'ed.
National advertisers continue to
adhere to the results when buying
advertising · time in a particular
market.
Arbitron is the one most
generally recognized, so most of the
Albuquerque radio ·stations subscribe to their rating system.
Recent problems in Texas and
California have caused some
station owners to be wary of
Arbitron operations.
Because of this, some radio
stations prefer to subscribe to an
alternate survey organization.
KRZY alone subscribes to Pulse,
and KOB uses the Hall Report as a
comparison to Arbitron results.
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KPAR-At<lFM 4, 600
KRZY
4,300

7,200
6,200
7,900
4,400
4,300
1,300

shr

181,000 13.5
146,800 9.0
114,300 8. 9
145,00011.1
91,500 10.i
50,300 10.2
40,300 5.3
62,400 6.0

3, l 00
2,700
Ho.ll Report

10AM-3PM
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3-7PM
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(Adults 18 +)
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KRKE
KDAZ
KOB
KQEO
KKIM
KNWZ
KPAR
KABQ
KRZY
KAMX
KZIA

<l

610
730
770
920
1000
1150
1190
1350
1450
1520
1580
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Author's Note: Space limitations in the LOBO
niade it necessary to abridge, rather drastically,
the full text of lhe above story which had been
pending publication since the first week of March-a publication delay that was· coming
dangerously close tG that for scholarly paperst

Susan Walton

'

..

That is the least one can do to preserve one's in·
tellect, sanity and good taste. While recognizing the
strong intellectual need to communicate what one has
discovered by the written or spoken word (the latter
not constituting a publication as Socrates found to his
dismay), one must not forget that, in the case of many
a modern academic 'r&seatcher/publisher, this in·
tellectual need has become.so transmuted that it is no
more genuine than a Big Mac attack (despite claims to
the contrary by both parties).
The moral of our story: All those glittering
publications (and their equally glittering authors) are
not necessarily gold mines of knowledge and wisdom I

Editor-in-Chief

-<
t-<
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News Editor
Tim 'Gallagher

Asst. News t:ditor
D.M. Flynn

Photo Editor
Wenrfell T. Hunt

Copy t:ditors

Advertising ManaRer

Rebekah Szymanski, Dolores Wood

Bill Halsey

;KLYT·
KANW
KUNM
KIPC
KRST
KOB
KRKE
KHFM
KMYR
KPAR

88.3
89.1
90.1

91.5
92.3
93.3
94.1
96.3
99.5
100.3

Area Special Programming Listed
CONCERTS
KHFM:
Opera of the Week 6:40 p.m.
Sundays
Mahler Symphonic Cycle 8 p.m.
Mondays
Music for the Ball.et 10:10 p.m.
Mondays
Hi Fi House Soundstage 6:40
p.m. Saturdays
KMYR:
King Biscuit Flour Hour 9 p.m.
Sundays
KMYR Concert 9 p.m. Wednesdays
~·
ARTIST PROFILES
KMYR
Sunday, April 17, BBC Beach
Boys Story noon to 6 p.m.
KRKE-FM
Top Billing 7 to 9 p.m. Monday
through Friday

KRST
Sunday Driver 10 a.m. Sundays
NEW RECORDS
KRKE-FM
Midnight Album Hour, midnight
Sunday through Friday
KRST
KRST Sampler 9 to 10 p.m.
Mondays
KMYR
Jeremy's Album 6 a.m. Monday
through Friday
Charlis's Album midnights
Monday through Friday
KHFM
New Records Program 9:40p.m.
Tuesdays,
Wednesdays and
Thursdays
OLDIES SHOWS
KUNM
Hot Lix with Kid Mygatt 5:19
p.m .. Saturdays

KRST
Flashbacks with "The Priest
from the East" 6 p.m. Sundays
KQEO
American Top 40 with Casey 9
a.m. to noon Sundays
STOIDES
KRST
CBS Mystery Theater 11 -p.m.
Sundays
KRZY
CBS Mystery Theater 10 p.m.
every night
KIPC
Goon Show 7:30p.m. Saturdays
CLASSIC
KUNM
Sundays 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. April
3 features New Mexico in Music
with J.D. Robb compositions and a
live concert with Darrell Randall,
ONM Faculty, Oboe.

JAZZ
KHFM
First Set with Arlen Asher and
Bob Brown 8:30p.m. Saturdays
KUNM
The House that Jazz Built 9:15
p.m. Sundays
, The Lite that Jazz Lit 9:19p.m.
Thursdays
KIPC
· Just Jazz 9 a.m. Monday through
Friday
Mr. T's Road Show 2 to 6 p.m.
Monday through Friday
KRKE-FM
All That Jazz 10 to 11 p.m.
Sundays
LATIN
KUNM
Movida Latina 9:20 Mondays
(Continued on l)a,i;\1! 6)
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KRKE-Fm Crosses n Frontier

Junior Jocke,ys

Radio announcers can now say or from other media in a First

play anything, which previously
might have been judged obscene.
Two weeks ago, a panel of the
U.S. Court of Appeals overturned a
Federal Communications Commission (FCC) anti-decency ruling.
The ruling concerned a case
involving an album cut from
George
Carlin's
''Occupation:Foole11 ,
The Cl.lt, which dealt with "the
seven words you can never say on
telvision", was aired by WBAI-FM
a New York radio station on
October 30, 1973.
A complaint was filed by a man
who said he heard it on the car
radio while driving with his young
son in the car,
The FCC ruling, which attempted to distinguish broadcasting

Amendment context, was designed
to protect children from hearing
offensive material.
Judge Edward A. Tamm, who
drafted the court's opinion, said the
commission's ruling was in
violation of the Communications
Act provision that prohibits the
FCC from censoring broadcast
material.

8y Dana Peterson
As the American educational system continues to become more and
more technically oriented, school children have an increasing opportunity
to learn by doing, Such is the case with KANW radio.
Owned and operated by the Albuquerque :Public School system KANW
t~ac~es both by its programming and by instructing and traini~g young
d!SC JOCkeys,
'

On'the air around 5:45 in the morning, KANW starts its day with a
variety of educational programming piped directly into the classroom.
Chief Judge David Bazelon said Then in the afternoon the studen\s take over to learn the "fine art" of
the ruling also violated the First producing an AM top forty sound.
Amendment to the U.S, Constitution.
The students get credit for this experience as an English elective. They
Judge Leventhal, also on the
are
selected on the basis of their grade standing and an interview. The
panel, said "The abhorrence of
censorship is a vital part of our young DJ s need not be licensed even though KANW is a free-air station,
however they are always under the watchful eye of a licensed instructor.
society."
'"We should continue to trust the
Terry McCreacy and John Aragon of KANW said, the instruction
licensee to exercise judgement,
develops a feeling of self-confidence which will be useful in the students
responsibility and sensitivity to the
life whether or not he pursues a career in radio. I received this answer when
community's needs, interests and
I asked "why train discjockeys, when the number of unemployed DJs, like
tastes," Tamm said. "To whatever
myself is so high?" There is no organized placement service for KANW
extent we err, or the commission graduates but several local stations call with reguests for interviews.
errs in balancing its duties, it must
be in favor of preserving the values
The station is presently in the process of converting to stereo music, and
of free expression and freedom
is
expanding
their number of live remotes at various high schools.
from governmental interference in
In
case
you
are interested, (and you get into AM music), KANW is
matters of taste."
located at 89.1 on the FM dial, just below KUNM.

Special Progr~mming

Garrard(~

Tetty fficCreo.ry

Testing

through Thursday with an exExaminations for radio operator
ceptional selection of topics
licenses
will be conducted in
covering everything from surfing to
Albuquerque
in April.
foreign affairs i11April.
The examinations are for all
classes (lst, 2nd & 3rd) of commercia! and amateur extra, ad~anced and general operator
licenses.
Th.e examinations are given by
appomtment only.
In order to gain the appointment
an application must be mailed on o;
hefore April 1.

Quality
Turn Tables

Each tape is a separate category.
. Three categores are established hits,
a combination of singles and album
tracks. The other three tapes are
recorded at KRKE. ~
Pat said .the pre-recorded tapes
are supplied by Lee Abrams, a
nation wide radio consultant.
Abrams usually advises the
station once a week on current
material, Pat said.
Lee Abrams is recognized for his
thorough research and his results
with the stations he consults.
"He even has people hitchhike
for him," she said. "They hitchhike up and down the main
streets in a town and record which
radio station is being listened to and
what kind of music the people
like."

•

,

(Continued from Pnge S)

1WFF
KJPC
New contemporary country
Ondas Musicales Con Salza 12:30
western station
to 2 p.m. Monday through Friday
OTHER
NATIVE AMERICAN MUSIC
KHFM
KJPC
Playback, for what to look for in
Music of All Indians 6-9 a.m.
stereo equipment, 3:40 p.m.
every day
Sundays and 6:40p.m. Wednesdays
KUNM
The Singing Wire 5:30 p.m. and Fridays
KQEO
Sundays
'Wolfman Jack Show 10 p.m. to
COUNTRY
midnight Sundays
KRZY
Country Countdown 7 to 10 p.m. KUNM
Public Affairs 7:30p.m. Monday
Sundays

John Aro.gon

Pat Garvin of KRKE-FM is a
pioneer. As one of the few female
program directors in the business,
she also has the distinction of
running the first automated rock
station in Albuquerque.
Anna Schavira, the assistant
program director, said, "We .are
the only 24 hour station in the
country with the 'Super Stars'
format."
Hitting the: airwaves last
November, KRKE-FM's transmitting signal will be considerably
stronger later this spting.
"We expect the tower to be on
the mountain (Sandia) in May,"
Pat said.
The station's program is a
computerized system of six reel-to .
r.eel audio tapes.

1~2,3_

Applications may be obtained
from the Federal Information
CLenter in the Federal Building,
700 Gold S.W., as KUNM's supply
has been depleted.
The date, time and 'place of the
test will be furnished "upon receipt
of properly completed applications" about 10 days before
the exam.
Applications should be mailed
to: FCC, Suite 2925, The Executive
Tower, 1405 Curtis Street, Denver,

Photos by PhyiUs "ushner

Sto.tlon To.pe System

Abrams is scheduled to consult
KRKE-FM fu person, rather than
on phone, just prior to the installation of the new tower on the
mountain, Anna said.
The program is typed out on
computer <!ards similar to keypunc~
cards and fed into the system which
then activates the format and time
files.
The format file controls the order
of the music by tripping the tapes
on cue. The cue is a tone at the end
o\thesong.
The time file govems the breaks
for news, public service announcements, commercials arid
station identifications.
"For instance, " Pat said. "as
soon as the song which will end
closest to the top of the hour
finishes, the time file takes over and
cues the ID. Then when the break is
over the format file continues with
the music program.
She said the ID is not always
exactly on the hour, but it is close
and within the Federal Communications Commission's (FCC)
regulations.
The ·system has a memory so that
a program may be used more than
once. This is a necessity becanse the
program, or order of tapes and
breaks, is different for different
times of the day (called dayparting) and days of the week.
Pat said the greatest variable for
her is the reliability of the record
services.
"This is starting to become more
stable," she said. "Since new
material needs to be recorded on
· tape to be aired, it can't come in
late."
As an example, KRKE-FM was
one of first- if not the first· station
to get the new Emerson Lake and
Palmer LP on the air the day it
arrived.
KMYR and KRST received the
album within minutes of each other

Mon. - Fri., 10-9
Sat., 10-7, Sun, 12-5
Phone 294-2411

'

Computer Control Device

and KRKE-FM already had it on
the air.
The computer has an override in
order to skip over a badly taped
song or some other problem that
might occur with the tape.
There is also an auto/dubbing
switch which allows the transference from automated to live
transmissopm.
.
"The chief engineer is really a
babysitter for this machine," Pat
said.
•
There has only been one instance
of trouble with the system, Pat said.
"I woke up one Sunday morning,
turned on the station and heard
"Stand Tall" three times in a row. I
rushed into work, but we couldn't
find the ptoblem to repair it. So we
went live,"
She said it took two days to find
the malfunction, which turned out
to be a loose piece of solder about
the size of a pin, "So there we were
live for two days trying to sound
automated."
"When we are tight enough, we
will sound live, 11 Pat said.
She said with KRKE-FM's

·~·

Quality Stereo Receivers
Check These Features

Check These Features
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . lr.

• True Tun~cnl Truck in~ itmc:trm. 14 Gram ...
~1:\yllc\hlnt Cnn<,trUclitm

--·~. ~~~~~

• Sinlpliticd Aulmnatic 1\'k·chani.,m tOr-SniMth.

sf~i'
'(}

Silent Opi.•mtitlrt

• 1000 RPM DC Scml·Ctmlrutl~d Mutor
• Etcctrnnk Spc.::d Cumml~ Jt r ,,.ith llhmlinatcd:
Struhn~L'tlflC
·
• 4·lb D}n:unic;1ll) H.dancctl Dic-C.-. .. t Plaucr
• Patented Ma!,!nclit: Anti-..l-.o•ting Control h1r
Elliptii:;JI omd CD4 St~li
• Adju~table-Spcctl Cueing:. O.uitpcd by the Main
Cum oft~c Tum table
• BW40 B:.t!«C, D~O Du~t Cuver

'

®
®
~-~o.,...,

SPRING Into re·at Savin_gs
At Dillards With These
Name Brand· Stereo Com onents

Garrard GT55
Belt Drive Multiple Play Turntable
Reg. Pr. 334 80
If Purchased Separtely
G-T Belt Drive Tur-ntable .......... 249 95
Shure 1995 Deluxe Cartridge .•..... 5995
Base ....••.... • .................. 1495
Dust Cover ....•.•...•....•... , ...
3

9••

NOW

21888
Check. These Features

c~st

• Sib., Dynarnically B:11:.tnccd Die
PI:Jttcr
• Variable Speed Ct1nlrol ± ~'«
• New Low Mu.~s Low Friction Curved
Tubular 'funcurm
• Synchro-U!b Motor fur Quick Starts und
Steady Speed
• Isolated Counterbalance with Stylus Force
AdjtJsltncnt
• Gentle 2 pt. Suppori System for Record
Protection

Garrard 990B
Belt Drive Multiple Play Turntable

• Anti-skating Adjmtmcnt for Elliptical und
CD4Siyli
• Cue and Pause Lever Damped in Both
Directions

• BW30Base

'

030 Dust Cover

If Purchased Separately
990B Belt Drive Turntable ....... 169 95
Shure M-91 Cartridge ............ 5495
Base .......•.... , ....•..•.... 14"
pust Cover .............. , ...... 995
249 80

Reg. Pr. 249 80

NOW 1'2880

-resources of oldies and hits a
certain familarity is estqb!i~hed that
will make it easy to $Witch to ,FM,
"We play something for
everybody 11 Pat said, "we never
talk a lot so we play more music."
She said KRKE-FM breaks four
times an hour, which is less than
many commercial radio stations in
town, including FM.
Besides the special programming
presently being aired on KRKE-FM
(see page 5), future plans include a
classic album hour such as the
Beatles' "White Album" or Pink
Floyd's "Dark Side of the Moon"
and possibly an R&B hour, Pat
said.
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2225 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
Originally 379 95
Our Reg. Pr. 298 95

I
I

Sale Price 26888

Limited Quantities

•

I
I
NOW 19988 I
Reg. Pr. 179 each
I
A Pair!
I
I
·XP95A Speakers
I
I
28-20,0000 Hz 15"Wooter 25" Midrange
3'' Tweeter Flare Dome,
limited Quantities I
Cross Over Frequency 1000/5000Hz
I
Cab. 28" X 171/2" X 12 7i8" Weight 441bs ·
I
0
Reg. Pr.249° each
I
I
NOW 2381)0 A Pair!
I

• 1-l2" woofer • 2-.S" midrange • 1-3" _tweeter • frequency Response 3220,000 Hz. • 25Y.c"x14%"x12" • Weig~t, 42 pound!> • Acoustic Mvironmenlal control on tke midrange and tweeter • 2 yeors ports end labor warranty

.

• 25WATTSMINIMUM RMS PER CHAN·
NEL, AT B OHMS FROM 20 ~z to 20
klir, WITH NO MORE THAN 0,25%
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
• Phase tacked Loop (Pll) FM Multiplex Demodolator
• Direct Coupled, Full Complcmenfl[lty
Amplifier
• Bau, Mid and Treble Tone Controls
• 2S.uS Dolby FM Do·emph~;~sis Network
• FM Quadradial Output Jt:~ck
• Dual Purpose AM Signal Strength/FM
"Center CF!annef" Tuning Meter
• Tc:~pl' Outputs (or Two Tape Decks

Check These Features

95

@

0

()

0

c/

• 20 WATTS MINIMUM RMS PER CHr
NEL, AT' 8 OHMS_FROM 20Hz lo\..0
kHz, WITH NO MORE THAN 0.5%
TOTAL HARMONIC DISTORTION
• Phase Locked Loop (PLL) FM Multiplex Ocmodula_tor
..- Dircd Coupled, Ftifl Complementary
Amplifier
'
• Ban, Mid and Treble Tone Controls
• 25tJS Dolby FM De-emphtnis Network
• FM Qut:~drt:~dial Output Jack
• Dual Purpose AM Signal Strengd1/FM
"Center Channel" Tuning Mater
• Tapo Outputs for Two Tape Decks

22208 AM/FM STEREO RECEIVER

Originally 299 95
Our Reg. Pr. 278 88

s·ale Price
218 88

Extra Savings With Purchase Of All Three Components

'"7""""-- -- •.
/

/

/

/·
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Cancet Exainlned

. ·Freedom From Cancer by Michael
. L. Culbert. '76 Press, Seal Beach,
:· Ca.; Phologr(Jphs and Prevention
:: Diet$; $2. 95, 238 pp.
•·
Review by J.C. Ogilvie
.,
Subtitle for this book: The
· • Amazing Story of Vitamin B-17, or
Laetrile tells only half the story.
·. True Laetrile is amazing in its
• effect in controlling cancer ... but
· for the citizens of the United States
the story of Laetrile and its
•f unavailability for those who need it
is absolutely appalling.
'
Use of Laetrile is an accepted fact
in controlling cancer in countries
outside the United States. Laetrile
as found primarily in apricot pits is
being legally dispensed in placc.s as
widely separated as Mex1co,
Canada and Germany, plus twentytwo additional countries.
Cancer victims in the United
States who cannot afford the time
or who are unable to pay the tariff
to visit Germany or Mexico to
obtain Laetrile have taken the
federal government to court. In
several notable cases the Food &
Drug Administration ha~ . b:en
forced to allow the pel!l!onmg
individuals to import Laetrile.
GeographicaOy, the closest case
of this sort to New Mexico was in
federal court in Denver, Colorado.
Similar cases have been won by
plaintiffs in Oklahoma and West
Virginia.
Laetrile, or Vitamin B-17; can be
legally dispensed in Alaska.
Claims by 'the Food & Drug
Administration (FDA) that Laetrile
"has not been proven to be effective" sounds like the ban against
the Salk vaccine several years ago
that delayed it being made available
to U.S. citizens for five or more

years.
The FDA and Congress of these
United States is held captive by
money poured out by the lob~yi~ts
of the various national soc1et1es
that stand to lose if proven cures or
controls of degenerative diseases
become available to U.S. citizens.
In the 48 states of the United
States the number of doctors who
dispense Laetrile to their cancer
patients c'im almost be counted on
the fingers of your two hands ... and
this reviewer wagers they are no~
members of the A.M.A.
Freedom from Cancer contains
14 chapters with titles such as: The
Laetrile War; Of Mice and Men and
Cancer; The Battle of Unorthodoxy; Officialdom's Respon.se;
Crackdown on" Laetrile; Treatmg
Cancer with a Food Factor; The
Case Against Laetrile-And Mope
for the Future.
To quote excerpts from the first
page of Freedom/rom Cancer; "In
December 1975, federal agents,
working with the smooth precision
of a James Bond thriller, painstakingly traced a shipment of
Mexican apricot kernel extract
(brand name: Laetrile) in tablet and
vial form to the home of - - - in
Minnesota ... ".
"In this case the U.S. government-by admission in court affidavits-actually smuggled in its
own Laetrile, had it first placed in
and then seized it from the mails,
specially packaged and specially
shipped ... ".
"Just three days earlier' twenty
federal agents in 13 undercover cars
followed two Mexican, citizens

'"A class·A parody of 'JAWS"...
Side-spiiHing absurdity abounds...
HUSTLER
·"Sex-crated mermaid Terri Hall
gives the besl deep throat ever."
PlAYBOY
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Reviews

Crusoe Revi.sited

•

Master, the name Crusoe has
Friday call him, has plans to tee,ch
his new "companion" all the ways
of the' English and their God who
lives "on a cloud with his friends,
many men and women with wings
who" play "stringed instruments,"
Friday is determined to teach
Master about a God who lives as
,
the essence of the universe:
As the ·struggle for dominance
continues, Crusoe's mind, tangled
with notions of greed and subjugation, and his spirit, mangled
with religious platitudes, produce
the ultimate irony. Although
Master is the product of a warped
philosophy, he is first shown the "light" of Friday's God in a
celebration called "Sorrow .Day."
After briefly tasting the joy of
dancing with this God, Master
denies His Jove so emphatically that
he condemns himself to an
existence of solitude. Having failed
to impose his mode of living on
Friday and having refused the light
of Friday's tribe, Crusoe is alone
with his shallow faith in his English
God.
Contrasting. the "dread of
darkness" with "the love of light,"
Mitchell closes this timeless tale of
human adventure, retold with a
mixture of wit and engrossing
philosophy, leaving the reader to
reflect upon two ways one may seek
the truth. One may search in the
darkness of a closed mind for the
answers; or one may turn to the
light for a bright path to God.
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Winnets!
Movie: Rocky produced by
Robert Chartoff and Irwin
w·mkl er
. Actor: The laie Peter Finch in
.Network
Actress: Faye Dunaway in
Network
Director: John G. Avildsen
for Rocky
Supporting Acto_r: Jason
-Robards in All the President's
Men
.
Supporting Actress: Beatrice
Straight in Network
Art and Set Direction: Oeorge
Jenkins and George Gaines in
All the President's Men

Mon.- Fri.
All Drinks

2Forl
5-Spm
Sat.-Till9pm
Sun-Till 7pm

Reg. Bar Drinks
~-

This Week:

soc

ROX

-~

!

COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

~

!

UNM Students: The Deadline to Apply .for·
~
Admission for Summer and Falll977Is
§
~
friday, Aprill, 1977
~

I
-

I

Applications are available in the College
. of Fine Arts Advisement Center

Fine Arts Center Room 1103

I
-

·1
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ffiiss Gny New mexico
The Miss Gay New Mexico
pageant was held at the Convention
Center March 12 before a large and
"mixed" audience. Female impersonators were judged on talent,
best costume, and the other
traditional criteria of a beauty
pageant. The judges were straight.
The winner of the competition,
Miss Misty, will travel soon to the
Miss Gay America pageant in the
hopes of getting a place in the Miss
Universe contest in Japan. Lady
Michelle, organizer of the pageant,
is also hoping to compete on the
national level.

Chorus Line

Album Views

Photo• by

ffilgu~l Go.nd~rt

Pepper
Pepper/"Pepper"IRCA APLJ-2189
By Thomas Lee
Three men from New York City have worked harmoniously on this
album to try to relate some of their personal experiences. It has some
laudable points such as impressive guitar solos and harmonies that are
reminiscent of the early Moody Blues. The boys play in a tight fashion
with some excellent coaching by Gene Cornish and Dino Danelli (exRascals).
.
Out of all this effort only comes one so!lg that bears any sign of
strength, '"Where You Goin'." "Where You Goin' " contains a close
relationship between warm vocal harmonies and superb guitar work. The
vocals after this song are off-key and border on being distncting. The
songs' become monotonous with repetitious melodies. Mediocre material is
all that Pepper has to offer your taste of music.

.

ffilss ffilsty

FIQmin' Groovies

ffio.tlo.

.

Still Shakin/Fiamin' Groovies/Buddah BDS 5683
Review by George Gesner
The king of punk rock was and still is the Flamin'Groovies. In commemoration of the coronation Buddah has rereleased vintage flaming
punk from 1970 and 71.
The group consists of current Groovies Cyril Jordan (guitar) and
George Alexander (bass). The main writer and lead singer is Roy A. Loney
with drummer Danny Mihm and lead guitarist Tim Lynch completing the
group.
Side one is the side that saves the album with the Presley-ish "Evil Hearted Ada," Randy Newman's "Have You Seen My Baby" and the
energetic "Doctor Boogie" standing out.
The second side is the live studio version of such classics as "Shakin' All
Over," "Louie, Louie" and "Around and Around." The side doesn't
WQrk. Rate the album C, qujiehigh for punk rock.

7:00-Ch. 4: Hallmark Hall
of Fame ("All Creatures Great
and Small.")
8:30-Ch. 4: The Dead of
Night.
9:00-Ch. 13: Mitzi Gaynor
Special.
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TV

Because of this, the judges in the
history category "are at one ... that
its distinguished literary quality
justifies according it a special
citation of merit."
Among the nominees are two
past National Book Award winners.
The nominees are:
Biography and Au!obiograp~y:
Peter Collier and Dav1d HoroWitz,
The Rocke/ellers: An American
Dynasty, Anais Nin, The Diary of
Anais Nin,- Volume VI, 1955-1966,
B.L.· Reid, The Lives of Roger
Casement, W.A: Swanberg,
Norman Thomas: The Last

••

Cinematography;
Haskell
Wexler in Bound for Glory
c ostume n esign·: Dani 1o
Donati in Fellini's Casanova
Film Editing: Richard Halsey
and Scott Conrad in Rocky
Foreign Film: Black and
White in Color (Ivory Coast)
Original Screenplay: Paddy
Chayefsky for Network
Adapted Screenplay: William
Goldman for All the President's
Men
Sound: All the President's
Men
Song: "Evergreen" from A
Star Is Born

i••
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Arlo Guthrie
Arlo Guthrie/Amigo/Warner Bros./MS2239
Review by Lynda Sparber
You can get anything you want-from Arlo Guthrie.
I waited for this album, perhaps more than for most new releases after
hearing a few cuts when he appeared at the Civic with the Dirt Band. (He
was just stopping in the city for a bite with the boys and decided to drop in
on the concert. .. he outdid everyone on the bill.)
Amigo is the kind of album you don't mind playing over and over again
when.you're too loaded or lazy to change the record.
F~o~ ,the first cut of African chant ("Guabi Guabi") to the last ("ConnectiOn ), the cult-hero, son of a legend never relents on his talents
emotions or convictions.
'
There is variety to Amigo. Guthrie throws in the pol(tical ("Victor
Jara"), the ballad ("Massachusetts"), the inspired ("Patriots Dream")
and the romantic ("My Love").
And, in the tradition of "Alice's Restaurant," there's "Grocery Blues "
a case study of the proverbial male shopper who can't hack it.
'
Arr;igo is the J?lany sides _of Guthrie. For Guthrie fans from 'Way back,
there s no question about 1ts value. For newcomers, it's as good an indoctrination to Arlo as any.

Top Book Nomino.ted
NEW YORK (UPI)-Thiny-five
nominees were announced Sunday
for the 28th Annual National Book
Awards, but Alex Haley's Ro?ts
was put in a class by itself to rGce1ve
a special citation.
The nominees, named by the
American Academy and Institute of
Arts and Letters, were listed in
seven categories. Winners will be
announced April!!.
The Academy said Roots, in
which Haley traces his ancestors
from Africa through slavery and to
freedom, "does not ·accommodate
itself to the category of history, but
transcends that and other
categories."
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across half of California and waited
while ... ".
In Chapter 3 - "From Death's
Door: The Laetrile Recoveries"
contains case histories of many
individuals across the land where ·
use of the illegal drug Laetrile has
avoided surgery, chemotherapy or
radiation.
1t is interesting to this reviewer to
find that in conjunction with
Laetrile, the cancer victim must
also adhere to a strict nutritional
regimen, as in control of multiple Man Friday/Adrian Mitchell/1975
Book Review by Oliver Johnson,
sclerCJsis and many other
Jr.
degenerative diseases.
Shipwrecked at sea and cast away
Brought out in Freedom from on a desert island-potent
Cancer in Chapter 14 is the fact tha~ ingredients for any classic adin the last year for which figures are venture tale. So thought Daniel
available, the American Cancer Defoe in 1719 when he wrote
Society received $99.8 million in Robinson Crusoe, and so thought
tax-free donations but only spent Adrian Mitchell in 1975 when he
$29 million in research. Here again wrote Man Friday, an adaptation·
the similarity to the disease of M.S. of the original story, satirically
surfaces: in the book, Overcoming presented from an entirely new
Multiple Sclerosis it is pointed out perspective. .
Although it ponrays the same
in Chapter Five that of $13.5
million taken in by the National setting and some of the events from
Muitiple Sclerosis Society, only Defoe's classic, the underlying
$3.2 million were devoted to theme throughout Man Friday,
unlike its predecessor's concern
research by the N.M.S.S.
with "man's struggle to survive," is
Michael L. Culbert, author, is, a one of human conflict caused by
journalist living in California. He is the incongruous philosophical
the author of Vitamin B-17: beliefs of Master and Friday.
Forbidden Weapon Against Cancer
Since Defoe's version focused the
and currently serves as editor of tale's interpretation through
"The
Choice",
monthly Crusoe's eyes, it is appropriate that
publication of the Committee for · Mitchell's
concentrates
on
Freedom of Choice in Cancer developing and describing the
Therapy, Inc.
personality and background of
Friday
and his "man-eating" tribe.
This reviewer's copy of Freedom
Leaving
out the first twenty-five
from Cancer was purchased from
the Cancer Book House of the years Crusoe spent on the island,
Cancer Control Society, 2043 N. Mitchell assures the reader it is
Friday's story which is to be told.
Berendo, LosAngeles, Ca. 90027.
In the· opening sequence, Friday's
tribe is gathering to hear his story
about "the red-faced monster with
a man inside its belly"-a monster,
· ·. ·Friday came to know, who believec;l
in an avenging God, one who
encouraged self-inflicted pain as
punishment for sins and s:lfcondemning guilt about anythmg
from desiring a woman to singing a
song.
Straying from the original
portrayal of their first meeting, in
Mitchell's novel Friday and a few
of his tribesmen are "having a
friend for dinner" when death visits
them in the form of an English
"goat-god.,. And so, in his fine,
newly-found Christian way, Crusoe
puts musket holes in all of the
savages but one. The one he
"saves" he calls Friday. Although
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Idealist, and E.B. White, Letters of
E.B. White.
Children's Literature: Milton
Meltzer, Never to Forget: The Jews
of the Holocaust, John Ney, Ox
Under Pressure, Katherine Patterson, The Master Puppeteer,
Mildred D. Taylor, Role of
Thunder, Hear My Cry, and
Barbara Wersba, Tunes for a Small
Harmonica.
Contemporary Thoughts: Bruno
Bettelheim,
The
Uses of
Enchantment: The Meaning and
Importance of Fairy Tales;
Dorothy Dinnerstein,. The Mermaid
and the Minotaur: Sexual
Arrangements and Human Malaise;
Joseph Frank, Dostoevsky: The
Seeds of Revolt, 1821"1849; Ada
Louise Huxtable, Kicked a Building
Lately? and Rufus E. Miles Jr.,
A wakening from the American
Dream: The Social and Political
Limits to 'Growth.
Fiction: Raymond Carver, Will
You Please be Quiet, Please?;
McDonald Harris, The Balloonist;
Ursula K. Leguin, Orsinian Tales;
Cynthia Propper Seton, · A Fine
Romance,· and Wallace Stegner,
The Spectator.

Josle & Boo.

Covered
'IVagon
Makers of Hand Made
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

''Chet"

'*****************************:

!*

Passover Begins April2

*#

The Jewish Student Union-Hillel
will place Jewish students in a
home for first seder and in
sponsoring a second seder.

*:

L~ «.·~1 a:o-..\4.'~ .ur

Con tad I ,('Jl.\(':'\

F'l.St st·n·iet·, qualily and

style at r<'asonable c'mt

·Casey Optic a) Co.
(NC'xt door to Cosey Hex all DrugJ
J.mpa1 at Washington 2.5ik.(it129

I

*

Need a place for seder?

!*
*

#
*
#
*
*~

BUV1
GET1

FREE

Monday- Saturday
7:30- 8:30

Boogie To:

Katz & Jamm~rs
UNCLE NASTY'S

* Interested? Call Wendy 299-1502
#
* Now for information and reservations. *
~*****************************~
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Men Swimmers Break
Seven U·N M Records
By Caro.l Pavletlch
The Lobo men swimmers
finishing 27th in a pack of 94 teams
and broke seven · UNM school
records last weekend in the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association swimming cham·
pionships in Cleveland, Ohio.
The meet was the fastest .ever in
NCAA history, breaking every
American record in every event,
and four Lobos added to the glory
by making All-American.
Lobos Brian Patno, Steve
Piszkin, Dwight Dorsey and Larry
Farrar, swimming a 3:02.40 in the
400 free style relay, placing 11th,
broke a UNM record and were
named All-American for their
speedy time.
The same four broke another
UNM record with a 6:47.0 in the
800 free style relay, placing 17th.
WAC champion Tom Smith
broke two Lobo records. He swam
a 1:53.5 in the 200 individual

. .

. ·. l).aily lobo

.

.. ·sports

medley to place 18th and a 4:01.80
in the 400 individual medley to
place 15th.
Farrar swam a quick 20.50 in the
50 free style, placing 13th, and a
45.18 ln the 100 free style, placing
15th, to break two more school
records.
The 400 medley relay, with Jay
Koch, Dave Fetd·, Patno and Farrar
was clocked at 4:28.7, placing 21st
and setting another UNM record.
Lobo Swim Coach Rick Klatt
said the Lobos "did real well" and
was pleased that he was able to get
the funds for all eight of the

·. .

swimmers that qualified to attend
the meet.
Seven of the eight Lobos were
instrumental in setting the seven
UNM records and Klatt said that he
wished the funds for the trip could
have been attained through the
University, instead of coming from
Albuquerque businessmen.

UN M Fem Golfers
Take. Third Place
By David Belling
The UNM women's golf team finished third in the spring Intermountain
Conference Tournament held at the UNM South Course last week.

.(Next door to Casey Rexall Drug/ ·

Lomas at Washington 255.6329

Lobo Barbara Barry finished in sixth individually with a three-day score
of 234. She shot a 78 each day. In sixth place was UNM's Nancy Romero
with a score of 236. She had rounds of76, 81 and 79.
Farther back in the pack were Lobos Carla Muir with 256, Claudia Fad·
nes with a 265 and Cindy Kelliher had a 266.
UNM Women's Golf Coach Henry Sandles said Barry and Romero
"played super." He said, ''The team score wasn't bad at all but the team
had a few problems."
San dies said, "We're getting a: little stronger every tournament."

The Lobo men's tennis team had
a tough time against New Mexico
State University Saturday afternoon, but pulled out a 5-4
victory over the Aggies.
The UNM netters, led by junior
Tim Garcia won the number one,
five and six singles and number one
and three doubles.

Applications for the position are available in
Marron Hall room 131 between 8:00 a.m. and 4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday.
Applications must be returned to Marron Hall
room 13!. no later than 4:30 p.m. Wednesday,
March 30,1977.
The Student Publications Board will select the
1977-78 New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor at its April
11 meeting. The new editor will assume responsibility for the paper Monday, April18.

PersonQ(s
CONTACTS?? CASEY
8736. tfn

O~TICAL

Company, 255·

INCREDIBLE, and only I block from UNM. Large
!-bedroom. apartment; dishwasher, disposal, &
carpeted. Pool & billiard room, Utilities paid,
monthly lease & large enough for two, $220.00. Four
Seasons, 266-0011, 4/4

prices in town, Fast, pleasing. Call 265-2444 or come
to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. tfp.
A LIMITED number of back issue.s of the LOBO are
available for 10 cents a copy in room 131, Marron
Hall, TFN
NONSMOKERS CLUBI897-0l3J. 4/6
PARTY! Our sound system booked so fast in
December we're doing it again! Frats, Sors, special
rate. We supply everything. Caii266.023S. 4/4
ENGINEERING JUNIORS INTERESTED In $500 a
month during their senior year call Gene Henderson
·at 766-2335 or write· Navy NUclear Power Programro
Officer, P.O. Box 8667, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87108. 4121
WJLL BUY PAPERBACK BOOKS. Will pick up 25
books or more. Call255-9175 after 6 p.m. 4/l
TEACHER BACK to UNM for recerlilication. Will
watch nice home this summer. Call Belinda, 8647236; office, 864-7460. 4/6
IF YOU don't like New Yorkers, plense call Lori al
294-4085, Be prepared to explain why, 3/31
MOTHERS! INFANT DEVELOPMENT specialist
wants to observe your 6-10 months or 14-21 months
old infant for 1/l hour. In retum you can receive free
consultation on parenting. Contact Anita Frank;
mornings, 277-4135; evenings, 296-6950. 4/1
Be fooled at NED'~ April Fool's Day Party on
Friday. Special drink price-music-games. 4/1
I PROMISE TO LOVE New Yorkers for ever and
ever, if you just send Mussio back. 3129
THE NEWEST SPRING STYLES at Wild Rose,
2910 Central S.E. 20~o off all clothing with a student
I. D., Today through April 4th. 4/4
CHAPARRAL TRYOUTS. First meeting: April 4,o
4:00, Johnson Gym. 4/4
DO YOU HAVE a legal question? Leone\ Ceniceros,
auorney, answers legal questions in his Wednesday
column in the Lobo. Send questions to the Lobo,
UNM Box 20, city, 87131, or drop them at the Lobo
n.ewsror>m, room 138, Marr£tn Hull .V!_O

Ne\NMexico
D·aily Lobo
Classified Advertising Rates·
15c per word per day, $1.00 minimum charge.
5 or more consecutive timesgc per word per day.
Terms: Cash in advance.

Photo by 8 lair Woods

A Lobo tennis player bends low to return a shot.

Want Ads say it
in a Big WayU

..
Marron Hall, Room 105
Mail To:
UNM Box 20, University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131
Enclosed$----·---- Placed by --·--------·-------Telephone-·---

craft, musl~; dance, water safety, retreation
s;pedalisls, & counselors. Salllries competitive. Rob
Etigson, 255-3644, after6 p.m. 3/29
TEACHERS at all levels. Foreign and Dome~tic
Teachers, Box 1063 1 • Vancouver, Washington
98660. 3/30

TtQvel
EUROPE/WORLDWIDE acadernle dis(:ounu year
round. S.A.T,A., 4228 First, 1'11cker, OA 30084.
(800) 241·9082. 3/30

UNITED Feature Syndicate

SCEC will meet Thurs. Morch 24at 7:30p.m., nn.
231 D&CoftheSUB.

Monday's Puzzle Solved:

Th~ Student Orgunl:r.ation ·for Latin American
Studie~

Abbr.
46 Fatty tissue
4 7 Centers of
authority
49 Comprehends
53 Radio info:

ACROSS
1 African
republic
5 Sibilant
sound
9 Military
training
group
14 Assumed
function
t 5 'Take---from me"
16 Vegetable
17 Module
18 Luminous ·
ring
19 Poetry
20 Not garish
22 Enormity
24 Threewheeled
auto
26 Begin an
activity
27 Cravats
29 ···up and
take notice
30 Through
33 Elegance of

2 words
57 --Fashionable
58
--once:
Suddenly
59 Possessive
word
61 Cry of
revelry
62 Token of
honor
63 In addition
64 Bossa---·:
Latin-Amer.
music
65 Organic
compound
66 Fast dance
67 Crushed
forcibly

DOWN
1 Part of a loaf
2 Esteem
3 Accused
person's
defense
4 Discovery of
crime
5lnterjection
of surprise
6 Oblique
type: Abbr.

manners

37 Fawning
38 Money lor
one
39 Had a meal
40 Hazard
41 Chinese
dynasty
42 Perfectly
·44 Calendar:
abbr.
45 Nation of
Europe:.

7 "-----

Marner":
Eliot hero

will meet in the Ortega Hall third floor
lounge, Thurs. MarchJI at 3:30p.m.
Women's Studies student commiuee meets Thurs.
MarcbJJ al7 p.m. in Marron Hall rm. 233,

The Women's Studies Committee is sr..-eklng faculty
memllcrs and students Interested hl serving on selection committees for Wom~Q'.S Studle!i'lnstructors for
fall semester '77. Application deadline Is Frl, Apr, 1
at noon. For mor<:infomlntioncall277-3930.

btt!ttlfnrn~~~
~~m~mgj
7'

Applications for interview,<; with southwest school
districts during the ''Special Recruitlns Event for
Educators'' are now being nccepfed at Career Sei'\'Jces
Mesa Vista South, rm. 2131. The: event will be held
Apr, 7 nnd 8. .
Robert Contreras will speak on the food ilamp
program Thurs. March 31 in the sociology building at
3:30 p.m. II is~spOnsored b)' the CoaUtlon to Help
Ease World Hunger,

8 TV program 34 Miss Max-

feature: 2
well
words
35 Move about
9 Secret
rapidly
10 Concerning 36 Greek letter
11 Evil
37 Old or New
12 -·-- Sea:
·-·····-·
Antartica
40 Looks
inlet
searchingly
13 Chemical
42 Exploit
· suffixes
43 Pull with
2 t -·--- River:
difficulty
Ontario
45 Higher in
area
quality
23 Running
4 7 Disgrace
fashion
48 Express ap25 Caddoan Inproval
dian
50 Aroma
28 Five-a-day 51 Utah city
performer 52 Advantage
30 Golfers'
53 Abduction
goals
54 Sicknesses
31 Mr. Jan·
55 Oversupply
nings
56 Ending with
32 Trust confiinc and lnt
dently
60 Lamprey
33 Rodents;.,......,.,...-r.;-,r,:;-r.,......,

New Mexico PIRG Land/Tenant handboob are
available at the PIRG table in the SUB oral 107 CorneiiS.E.
Women's Studies Student Association is having an
open house from II a.m. to 2 p.m. l11urs. March 31.
Refreshments wJU be ~erved.

mlscefiQneous
STUDENTS: Lcavii'R tor tho ~ummer and want to
keep your house or apartment for next f•U? r need a
place for summer 1!10nlhs only. Cnll877·0277 artt1 $
p.m. J/29

WANTED: Oood-nacured, A.K.¢, reghtered
Oerm1u1 Shepherd to mate, Own~ Jms pick of litter pt
S)l.OO.l42·1749. 3/31
WE BUY PAPllRBACKS of nil typ~s. Need $C!eoto
Octit>n nt20% oforigln~l pri¢e, Others from 10~ up.
Book Rack, 2S06 Juan Tnbo. 4/1
STAINED GLASS INTROOIJCTORY Cl.ASS:
Saturday Apr. Z, Apr, 9, 2~.S p.tn,j SIJ.50. Calllo
reserve your plncc, We carry el•1~s, tQol'i, supplies.
Stninc:d Oinss Co. of New Mexico, 5319Menaul N.E.
883-lllO,_Tuesday-Satu.rday, l0-6. 414

l.Jr, Glynn LJ.Jssnc, Pror. of Anthropolog~ at tho
University of ('..allfornl~ nt Berkeley, will deliver 111«'ture, "Foqd-Sharing in Human Evolution: -At~
c!uu:ologkul Evidence from the Plio·Pieisto~ne Q(
Ettst Africa.,; The lecture will be Tuc."S., Mn.rch 29 at S
p.m. in Biology, rm, 100. On Wed. March JO there
will be a question and answer coJIQq\Jium com::c:rtllns
the lecture in Anthro. 17R ttr 4 n m
The Women Studies Committee Is seeking (acuity
and student~ who arc interested in serving on various
selection committees for Women Studies 1n.Utur.::ton
for the 'Full semester. Deadline is At,rit l.
SOLAS presents .. Macunllinla," Tues., Murch 29
in the SUB th~ntcr at 7:30p.m. for Sl at the door.
Petitions and nomimttina. position~ for 1\SUNM
pre$!dcllt, vice president and s~JIIltor.~ for the ~prlng
general election~ are uvailablc today, in romn 242
oftheSUU.
Applications now .nvaitablc for membership In J1lue
Key, a rtcnior honorary organization at both SUD In·
formation desk and Dean of Students ofnce-Mesa
Vbta. OPA must be at least 3.25, Deadline Apdl L
The National Chicano Health Organization is
org&nblng study sessions for t!Je MCAT ~;tudcnts
planning to take tbc test Apr1130, 1977. For funher
lnformntlon call :l77-4731.

Job descriptions· uml nppllc:uion$ for I he N.M.
State Government Intern Pro.grnm a.re available In
Career Services, Mcsn VIJ.ta So., Room 2131.
The A.T.M. Business- Assn. will be holding irS an·
nuttl Y,I.T,A. (Volunteer Income-Tax As~lstnn~)
Program, Returns are prepared free o( charge at the
A.T.M, office in 1815 RomQ N.rt. Returns will be
pr~pllreduntiiAprlll, 1917,

Total EX!Jerience.
Here For Hair.
His or Hers

25% Off
Haircut, Style
and Body Wave
With
:>LUL•~•a ID

1

Put Your Best Head Forward With A New Look
25% Off Regular Price With Your Student ID
Total Experience In The First Plaza Galeria
3rd and Tijeras
243·7771
And Now Our New Location To Serve You
2403 San Mateo N.E. 268-4301

NEW SHIPMENT of 150 Bertin bicycles-plus,

many French accessories. Sorrie used bicycles. R.C,
Halleh's, 843-9378, tfn
FINEST SELECfiON of handmade wedding sets.
Charlie Romero, 2945 Wyoming NE. 2936901. 4/29
AKC LABRADORS: (Yellow) beautiful, intelligent 1
field quality. 842-9729•. 3/29
WINTER CLEARANCE! Sweaters as low as $3.50;
shirts, $5.00: blouses, $3.50 or 3.for $10.00; men's
sod·-c, 39 cents. At California Fashion Outlet, 2318
Central S.E., across from campus, 266-6872. 3/30
COMPLETE CHEMISTRY LAB, 294·8383, 4/I
FURNITURE: sofa, rocking chair, end table, coffee
table, entertainment center. Very ;casonable. 296·
1911. 4/1
BICYCLE: Bertin amateur racer, 54 em. frame,
excellent condition, $150.00,247-9663. 4/1
1967 SIMCA: good body & engine; good gas miteage
fn city, $600.00, cash only. 265-6261, 4/4
WA'rERBEDS: WATER TRIPS, 3407 Central N.E.
Catering to student needs since 1971. Inexpensive
furniture. Student special: completewaterbed system,
$1~.95. 4/29

For Rent
Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily Lobo
_ _ times beginning
under the heading (circle 9ne): 1.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3·. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. Miscellaneous.

in

TDDAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

LSAT-MCAT EXAMS. Prepnre now. Call
Professional Educators of New Mexico, Inc. 82125200. tfn
BARRY'S ELECTRONIC REPAIR, 206 San Pedro
S.E., 265-0335. Color TV's, tape decks, stereo,
amplifiers; auto radios. Install burglar alarms. lOo/o
discount for students with ID's. Quick service. Used
TV's for sale. 4/29
·
TYPING,ISTQUALITY,883-7787, 4/6
TYPING: M.A. ENGLISH. Selectric, On-campus.
296·8564. 3/31
TYPING, EDITING. Call Kim: 266·9037. 4/8
NEED SOMETHING TYPED? Cnll Lynn, 2660760. 4/5
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM Selectric.
Gu:\rantced accuracy, reasonable rates. 29~7147. 4/I
SUPPORT ALTERNATIVE BUSINESSES, great
food. Bakery Cafe, I 18 Yale S.E. 4/4
EDITING AND ADVICE. Orad student, former
journalist, will aid both academic&: creative writing.
English language tutoring also. Dial the Voice of
Experience, 265-.3679, evenings. 4/1

Jerry Wheeler said, "They
(NMSU) have a pretty good team.
They are 17-4 now. But we could
have played better."

KAITANA J.C.C. SUMME~ DAY CAMP

PASSPORT, IMMIGRATION, J.D. photos. Lowest

Services

Junior Jeff Chavez and Garcia
scored 7-6, 6-3 to win the number
one doubles and senior Gary
Wheeler, playing with his brother
Jerry, took the number three
doubles scoring 6-7,7-6 and 6·2.

The Lobos are now 8-4 for the
seasolJ..

Employment
Manznnos: now imcrvlewins A&C, nnture, camp-

FOUND: RING. 3rd floor Zimmerman ladles
restroom, 3/21177. Describe & claim rm. 131,
Marron Hall. 3/29
FOUND: MAN'S RING in Journalism men's room.
Describe& ~!aim rm. 216, Journalism. 3/31

Ga~cia scoring 6-3, 3-6, 6-1, took
the number one singles and
sophomore Jay Penny smashed his
Aggie opponent 6-0 and 6-1 for the
number five singles. Freshman
Jerry Wheeler won the number six
singles scoring 5-7, 6-3 and 6-2.

PART TIME WORK~ 46 opetlings, $400,(>0 *month,
Call294·2064. hJ p,m, only, 31~0
SUMMER WORK-: $900.00 per month-.must b¢
han:tworkiJlg nod nble to relocate. Call 29Jr55S.3 for
Interview, 4/4

If co.nce-lled before five 1Mer11ons), Clo.salfled o.dve,Uaeme-ota mu.st be po.ld In

Lost & Found

The University of l'few Mexico
Student Publications Board
Is Now accepting Applications For
New Mexico Daily Lobo Editor

,.

Ro.te:u 15 urnt& pe-t wold p~tt da!:l, oneo doll~ ml!"'lmum, Adveortlume-nts run 11ve ot
more conae·cutiY& dnj,js with no cho.nges, nine cents p~r word per do.,y (no refunds
Albuque•queo, t-.~m 87131.

Arizona State finished first with a score of 928. They were followed by
Arizona with 936, UNM with 991 and Brigham Young was last with 1088.

Men Tennis Pla·yers Victorious
In Close. Match With Aggies

Casey Optical Co .

Clnssifieds
o.dvo.nc;e. mo.rron Ho.U Room Jd5 or by mo.ll to Clo.a:slfled Rdvett!:slng, Ut-~m Box20,

The team now has seven of the required ten scores necessary to qualify
for the nationals in Hawaii. In this tournament the Lobos shot a 325 to
The University of Southern qualify as one of their team scores. Sandles said the 325 was a pretty good
California won the meet, its fourth score for the Lobos.
consecutive swimming championship, accumulating over 300
The women golfers will next play in a tournament in Midland, Tex.,
points. Tennessee finished a distant April6-7. Sandles said, "I can almost guarantee we're going to win that
second with 180 points.
one."

/Eyeglasses or Contact Lenses
Fast service, quality and
styfc at reasonable cost ·

MAINTENANCE MAN/ASSISTANT, MANAGER,
couple. Man to do maintenance few hours t;:lalty,
woman to cover office few houn duil)'. A()artmenl
nnd salary. Cnll bel ween II :00 A.M.~3:00J'.M. only.
265·2968. 4/l
SUMMER HELP: Coronado Cfub Snn~k Oar, Zl Qr
older, Available May 20-l.nbor Pay, Foster, ~65·
6791. 4/l

BEST UNIVERSITY APARTMENTS. Furnished
efficiency and one-bedrooms. 208-9 Columbia S.E..
$140.00·$180.00, bills paid, CaH 255-2685, 415
FURNISHED 2·BEDROOM APARTMENT. New
shag carpeting1 dishwasher. Walk UNM, TVI.
$230.00.247-1854, 843-7632,' 3/29
COZY NEW EFFICIENCY UNITS available now!
Complete kitchenS, lovely furniture, Utilities paid by
lattdlord. For hassle-free livin~t, call Tom Terrill Real
Es[ate Co. 266-1997. 3/29
ROOMMATE WANTED for luxury apartment. 2947462. '3/30
ROOMMATE WANTED: 2·bedroom house. Call
268·6429. 4/1
WOMAN WANTED to share house with yard, near
campus-. 268-1473, 3/29
FUNKY EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, Utill!lcs
paid. From $30.00/Wcek. 268·1124, 242·1814. 7218
Centtnl S.E. tfn •
LUXURY APARTMENT: I br., furnished,
fireplace, large livlhg area. N!cc neighborhood with
trees, 5 b1. from UNM. $190.00/mD, not lnclodfng
utilltles, 266-5256, 4/1

ATIENTION SOPHOMORES!
ANA VY COMMISSION
IN JUST TWO YEARS
~
~
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GSA Budget
Hearings
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April6 & 7
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Organizations Seeking
Funding For 1977·78
Must Submit Budget
Proposals By March 3'1

~
~
~

~

t

For Information
Contact GSA'Rm. 248
In The SUB
277-3803

Travel, adventure & career opportunities
• Receive $100/month tax free during junior and
Senior years
• Free Naval Science Textbooks and Uniforms
• Go to Newport, Hhode Island this sum !Tier for six
weeks training (expenses plus salary paid by the
Navy)
For details please stop at the Naval Science Building
on the University Campus.

~

APPLICATl?N DEADLINE Aptil2, 1977
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720Yale NE
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277-3744 or 277-3745
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Some of the items at the flea
market may be hotter than they
look. Albuquerque Police Sgt.
Gilbert G<dlegos said that although
he did not want to scare people
aw~y from the market, it might be a
good idea for shoppers to inspect
certaio items, such as radios and
stereos,
for
identification
markings.
He said if a serial number on an
item was· scratched off, or if social
security numbers or initials were
different on items being sold by the
same vendor, it might be considered
''fishy/'
·

Even puppies are a common sight as both visitors and
sale items at the market.

,,

Flea Market:
Something
For
Everyone

By Tim Higgins
If you don't know exactly what it
is
you're
looking
for,
Albuquerque's flea market may be
the perfect place to find it.
Held at the State Fairgrounds
every Saturday and Sunday, the
market consists of sellers ranging
from families cleaning out their
garages, to 'professional merchants
peddling "Indian 1' jewelry.

"Sometimes, we send a couple of
guys who roam through the crowd
and look around," Gallegos said.
"Often the guy that's dealing stolen
merchandise isn't the guy who
ripped it off."

•

Besides a variety of merchandise,
the flea market features a variety of
people, ranging from some who
A gramophone is .one of the more unusual items for
look like they park in the "Red
sale at the market.
Head" section at Lobo basketball
games, to some who look like they say how much money he makes because the weather was good,
might spend their weekdays spare- from the market, State Fair whereas this year has been poor
On a good weekend, the flea changing in Yale Park.
Manager Finlay MacGillivray said because of the bad weather.
market draws as many as 1500
that the state fair's half of the gross MacGillivray said the State Fair
One vendor offered a full-sized intake la~t year was $90,000, and pulls in $50,000 to $75,000 from the
vendors, who pay $3 each for a 12·
converted
school bus, in alleged that Fulton had to pay overhead flea/market in an average year. The
foot square space in which to
running
condition,
for $2500.~ from his half.
display their wares.
money ~oes into the State Faii
Asked how he happened to end up
budget,
which is regulated by the
MacGillivray
said
that
last
year's
Almost anything can be found with the bus, he replied, "Because
state
legislature.
profits
were
higher
than
usual
among the merchandise at the I'm a gypsy at heart, man."
market-household goods, books,
magazines and houseplants are
"Then why are you selling the
common, while a recent market bus?·"
From Aprill through June 14, you .can fly roundtrip from
included German war helmets
New York to Luxembourg for only $410.
($80), puppies (free), bathroom
"Because my old lady died and
That's $89less than .the youth fare you'd pay on any
sinks ($15), beer cans-yes, beer left me a mobile home ... 1 hope you
other
scheduled airline. (From Chicago you pay $458 and
cans (75 cents), and a suit of armor gUY.S are.n't from the I.R.S."
save
$103.)
All you have to do is be under the age of 24.
(subject to bickering).
There
are
no booking restrictions. And no skimping on
Another seller, perched with a
meals
or
service.
Because we give you the same service
girlfriend on a bean bag chair in the
you'd
get
from
other
airlines, without the same high costs.
back of a .pickup, said he was
So,
if
you're
not
flying
Icelandic to Europe, you're ·
selling his goods because he was
spending more than you have to.
moving to Florida.

We'll give you the best deaL

.••rve had good luck. I've sold
almost everything, but I don't
know how much ·money I made,"
he said, looking very comfortable.

.

by Keith Piait

Crowds pick through the variety of items in hope of
finding that one 'good buy.'

The biggest financial beneficiary.
from the flea market may be the New Mexico State Fair, which
receives half of the money from
permits and concessions at the flea
market. The other half goes to
Robert Fulton, who operates the
market. Although Fulton refused to

Scholar To Speak on 'The Fonz'
••The Fonz, Laverne and Shirley
and the Great American Class
Struggle'' is the topic of a lecture to
be given here March 30 by
television and social critic Robert
Sklar.
A leading scholar of American
popular culture and visual media,
Sklar is currently a television critic
for the monthly film magazine
"American Film." His talk will
begin at 12:30 p.m. in Room 105 of
the UNM Education building.
In 1975 Sklar authored "MovieMade America: A Cultural History
of the American Movies" which
won
the
Theater
Library
Association's "TLA" award for
the best study of motion pictures
and television published last year.
Currently Sklar is a Rockefeller
Foundation Humanities Fellow. He
has written numerous articles on
Lynda BroWn
··Owner
The cutters
she has arc:
Lynda Brown
Helen Baca
Alma Clark
Feelhlg the midwinter blues?
mper yourself,

Come in for a new spring cut
Spccinlizing in Professional
Hair Sly ling

Lynda's
Hair Styling Salon, '
345-0852
Organic Hair Care Products
1022 Cehde!arln N.W.
Tues.·Sat. 8:30--5:()0
Call lor nppolnlmenf

American literary, cultural and
social studies.
In addition to his 1975 book,
Sklar's other books include "F.
Scott Fitzgerald: The Last
Laocoon" and "The Plastic Age."
He has contributed articles to a
number of magazines including

Ramparts, The Nation, The New
Republic, and Book Week.
An honors graduate of Princeton, he received his doctorate

degree from Har.vard1n the history
of American civilization and has
held Guggenheim, Fulbright and
Rockefeller fellowships.
Sklar's UNM talk is sponsored
by the American Studies Department and funded by the Faculty
Visiting Lecturers Committee for
the Humanities and Social Sciences.
He will also teach a graduate course
at UNM this summer on the visual
media in American culture.
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Relax 5 : 30 - 8 : 30
To The Music Of

Joyce Marie

[
[

r--.-------------:--------,
I Icelandic Airlines, Dept. #CN

1
1

630 Fifth Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10020
.
1 See your travel agent. Or call toll free: (800) 555-1212.
Please send information on all Icelandic's low-cost fares to Europe.

l

I

I

I

Name

II

Address

I

City

I

1
State

Zip

I

~ares~u~~~~~~~~-----------~

Icelandic

•

Lowest Jet fares to Europe of any scheduled airline.

S.paghetti
Special

WednesdaY

~

~
Come Enjoy Happy Hour
4 :00 - 7: 00 Mon Thru Fri

· Save $89 on jet fares
to Europe and book
anytime you want.

All you can eat

I1

$149

( ]

c 1)

E±j

~
~

Then For Your Dancing
And Liste.riing Pleasure
~.
MADE IN ffiE SHA-DE ~
Tues-Sun 9:00-1:30
. ~.·
Food Served
"\J:j
6825 Lomas NE 266-6605
·

Luigi's

Ca~a Luaa

Restaurant

1218 San Mateo SE-·
· ·
Pizza Lasagne Sandwiches
Open llam to lOpm- Noon to 9pm··Stlnday
~rders to go 255-0022 ··· ·

I

(I

'

